
Dear-dear, the MED Land project goes on, and here is also potential space for 
you. I am inviting you personally and challenge you to, first of all, inform me if, 
“you like the project” or “you like it and wish to be regularly informed and go with 
the flow” or “you like it and can contribute now as well as be regularly informed” 
or “you like the project, you offer your skills and time to be active” or something 
different and opposite…any of your respond is welcome.  

MED Land project explores the Mediterranean islands’ identity and charisma, 
presents their potentials, patterns of survival, creativity and social tolerance.  

MED Land project, 3rd step /
“towards the MED family string fields“

The 1st step was to make a chart, to define the basic logic and the strategy of the project : 
why, who, how, when, for whom..  /LINK to PDF/ 

� �

2nd step was a logistic research trip, to experience the strategy in real time /Link to report / 

�

http://www.ljudmila.org/ipak/MEDproject/%20med-project_a3%20(2).pdf
http://bojanbrecelj.blogspot.si/2016/10/med-project-report-20161.html


3rd step is going on NOW, and it is about developing the network of people, family of MED 
Land project. Actually, family started to grow already during 2nd step when 22 people 
responded to the call and collaborated with professional skills, equipment and very important 
part — financial contribution. It was a short notice but  the project was covered by all means, 
exactly as it was announced and needed.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE NOW?

During late November, December, January and partly February (next three months), the core 
work should be done:

A - activate the basic team of 4 people, covering 6 fields of work and coordinate workflow of 
the core group:  1-communication&PR, 2-network keeper/project assistant, 3-
editorial&translations for WEB and FB page, 4-journalist research work, and 5-next crew 
member **** with sailing and  audio visual project experiences, 6-myself working on the 
content for the web page (publishing all previous related projects and stories in 
Mediterranean…)

B - building up a network station: WP rebuild web site  

C - few improvements on the sailboat.

In December, the activity is mostly on me. In January, I expect the others of the core group 
would also go in action. 

The needed budget for the project in the START UP stage is on the monthly bases, and for 
December basic needed budget to go on with the project  is 750 EUR, which is mostly for my 
time to be full engaged (basic living costs + boat small maintaining  costs)

>> your contribution 10, 20, 50 EUR is most welcome 

Financial principle : “dripping system” - monthly announced needs for the minimum budget to 
run the project, will be in the future accomplished by addressing institutions, organisations, 
foundations, business and individuals with sponsor plane. 

 You can also contribute with :  

- translations (Slovene <> English)  

- proof reading (Slovene, English) 

- research (depend on your background, we specify topic accordingly) 

- expanding network (actively sharing all info and updates through your channels) 

Your participation means also :  

- you will be informed (1) 

- you will be invited to creatively contribute (2) and be exposed with your name  

- you will have a choice “to pick up (3) something“ like a quality signed print this time :). In the 



future will be: residency on the boat and photo basic and master classes  

1 - information about the project; from procedure to results, in a specially prepared 
NEWSletter via E-mail; all the data, and contacts 

2 - to have a privilege to evaluate the project with your comments and give your propositions 
and ideas about the content of the project. Your commentaries will be published in an 
exposed section of board of participants forum. To link your projects, blog on MED Land page 
and FB page 

NOW, during December, for the “members of the family“, people who are involved in the 
project or want to know more about it, a kind of residency program is opening: “a week on the 
boat“, which is now located in Stari Grad (Faros) / Hvar island / Adriatic sea, and depending 
on weather conditions also some sailing to other nearby islands… I will be on the boat  and 
there is space for two.
The proposed theme is Stari Grad Plain - 2400 year field (6 km x 2km aria) behind Stari Grad. 
Fields are also this day olive and vine yards but the walls, and some stone constructions are 
ancient … To know more and tell more what is your interest please contact me directly : 
bojanbrecelj5@gmail.com 

your December contribution will be most welcome !  

MED Land account :  

SKB -Bojan Brecelj  
bic : SKBASI2X 
SKB  SI 56 03100-1002843330 
 SKB d.d. Ajdovščina 4, 1513 Ljubljana  

you can share this information in your circle, please 

Your respond is very important, to communicate with you, who 
really wish to be informed, participate, contribute, support ))  

wish you healthy days, bojan b 

mailto:bojanbrecelj5@gmail.com

